Decolonial thinking: A critical perspective on positionality and representations in island studies
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Abstract: Scholars conducting research on and about islands face the challenge of countering the epistemic and methodological dominance of external perspectives on islands with an insular internal view, while also avoiding essentializing the island or reproducing Western perspectives. Islands have always been—and in some cases still are—confronted with a colonial gaze. Thus, to avoid producing hegemonic epistemology, we call for critical reflection on how islands are represented in our research, which theoretical concepts are referred to, and what knowledge is produced by applying them. Furthermore, we appeal for a reconsideration of the researcher’s positionality within the field and their role in knowledge production. This special section is a contribution to the decolonial project within island studies.
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The representation and conceptualization of islands

Who has not imagined themselves suddenly settling down alone on a tropical beach made of shimmering white sand, surrounded by palm trees that hide a nearby native village? According to a bank advertisement (Figure 1), this is one of two life dreams: to invest in one’s own business and to travel to a small, round, tropical island. Even if islands “come literally in all shapes and sizes” (Baldacchino, 2005, p. 247), this singular circular representation of an island can often be found because it is “easier to hold, to own, to manage or to manipulate” (Baldacchino, 2005, p. 247).

The allure of reducing islands to just a few stereotypical ideas is strong, in both media and in science. The ‘island’ becomes, then, a sort of paradise-like place, populated by rare species and exotic ‘others’. It is then transformed into a subject of exploitation for tourism, environmental or natural resources, and any other purpose that serves to satisfy the needs of colonizer societies. This notion of the island is so deeply embodied in the visual imaginations of Western societies that even a Sardinian bank can use it as an effective advertisement to
acquire more clients on an island that, despite its historical position, is already depicted as an untouched wild place in the hegemonic representation of the ‘island’.

This phenomenon shows how the representation of ‘island’ works in both directions, as a powerful gaze on the island itself, and as a tool to advocate a self-otherness (Bachis, 2015). In this vein, Adam Grydehøj (2018, p. 5) points out that islands have inhabited dreams and desires, and they have been associated with utopian attributes both by mainlanders and by islanders mostly living in noninsular areas. It is therefore impossible to consider island epistemologies without perspectives from the mainland. Due to the complexity and entanglement of island histories, the terms island and mainland cannot be clearly separated (Pöllath, 2018). Godfrey Baldacchino (2008, p. 37) also argues that a strict insider–outsider divide is untenable, since hybridity is the norm for islands. However, notions of islandness created on the mainland may collide with “alternative local visions of islandness” (Grydehøj, 2018, p. 5; Lee et al., 2017). In particular, this concerns stereotypical visions of island paradises, which (intentionally and unintentionally) are removed from any form of everyday life on islands. This results in some islanders astonishingly distancing themselves from the fact that they live in a supposed island paradise (Baldacchino, 2012, p. 58):

Some islanders are even confused by how they are seen as “paradises” by mainlanders, while they may struggle at home against un- and under-employment, aid dependency, brain and skill drain, waste management, water shortages, drug running or money laundering.

Figure 1: “Personal loans dream big”—Bank advertisement in Sardinia, Italy. Source: Greca N. Meloni, 2020.
Most often, islands occupy places in a noninsular perspective reserved for holidays, relaxation, and fun. Although the mainland can also offer breathtaking beaches and idyllic coasts (Fischer et al., 2007), it is apparently always the islands that people dream of. Attributes such as a “small physical size and warm water” (Baldacchino, 2008, p. 40) and “the island as paradise concept” (Royle, 2001, p. 16) are the central metaphors of island representation within Western discourse. Islands are thus “often subject to orthodox perspectives” (Farbotko, 2005, p. 280), which can hardly be relevant to the lives of their inhabitants. The obscuring of insular everyday life—a phenomenon termed by Baldacchino (2007, p. 2f.) as ‘islanding’—can be attributed on the one hand to the fact that the advertising and tourism industry has skillfully propagated a stereotype of the carefree, sunny island as a place of pleasant seclusion and relaxation. Indeed, many islands and island states produce the images of paradise themselves so “that they can ‘sell’ their sea, sun and sand” (Baldacchino, 2016) and meet the contemporary needs of privileged people to travel. On the other hand, ‘islanding’ can also be rooted in colonized ascriptions: An Austrian newspaper describes the Maltese archipelago as “the exotic in the Mediterranean” that convinces with its “exciting mixture of British order and Southern serenity” (see Figure 2; own translation). While the reference to the exotic is a clear form of ‘islanding’, the depiction of the British–Maltese relationship refers to a rather unique colonial bond. Since the beginning, the island state has maintained a paternalistic relationship with the former colonial power, which to this day has an impact on language, legislation, education, culture, and tourism. Instead of striving for full independence, the positive aspects of the colonial relations have been emphasized; this is what Baldacchino (2010) termed “upside down decolonization.”

Figure 2: “The Exotic in the Mediterranean”—Austrian travelogue on Malta. Source: Sarah Nimfuhr, 2019.
Scholars are not immune to cultural stereotypes and forms of ‘islanding’, thus, to avoid producing hegemonic perspectives, this special thematic section on ‘Representing islands – producing islandness’ invites critical self-reflection on how islands are represented in our research, which theoretical concepts are referred to, and what knowledge is produced by their application. Furthermore, we encourage reflections on one’s own positionality in the field.

Self-reflections

During our research, we too were confronted with different visions and perceptions of islands, by hegemonic epistemological approaches to cultural-anthropology research and writing, as well as by media images such as the ones shown in Figures 1 to 3. They underlined our own views of islands or were contrary to them and have therefore led to self-critical reflection on our own island imaginations and attributions.

During the Island Cities and Urban Archipelago conference in Zhoushan in 2018, Sarah Nimführ realized that she ascribed the attributes ‘small size’ and ‘remoteness’ to ‘the island’. When Sarah traveled to Zhoushan, which is the largest island group in China, she had similar feelings to the protagonist in the short story by DH Lawrence (2002 [1927], p. 151), ‘The Man Who Loved Islands’, who stated that “an island, if it is big enough, is no better than a continent. It has to be really quite small, before it feels like an island.” Although she was aware of the existence of numerous large islands and islands close to the mainland, the keyword ‘island’ initially triggered an imagination of smaller, more remote land masses. During the conference, which lasted several days, Sarah had no chance to view the sea. She did not have the feeling of being on an island. In her imagination, the sea and the island represented an inseparable unit, which is especially apparent on smaller islands. Only when traveling to and from the Chinese mainland by coach via the Jintang Bridge that connects Zhoushan with the city of Ningbo, could she find validation for her island imagination.

Greca N. Meloni was born on and grew up in Sardinia, Italy. To her, the fact that Sardinia, the second-largest island in the Mediterranean, cannot be reached without a plane or a ship has always been an implicit fact, so much so that living and researching on an island represented such a normality or matter of course for her that she initially did not include the island’s theoretical circumstances in her research. It was only when she met Sarah, in exchanges about their current research projects, that she realized that the island with “the sea around” (Angioni, 2003) represented a way of being in the world not only for herself, but especially for the people with whom she was conducting research. As she herself admitted, to be an islander is such an obvious thing that to mention it when you are introducing yourself to someone else would be as if one were to remark that as a human you have two legs and two arms.

This self-reflexive insight shows that if we are not aware of our own ascriptions, we transfer them—perhaps unintentionally—to our research object and subject. Particularly in the early twentieth century, when island research was popular among ethnologists and geographers (King, 2009, p. 55), the view of islands was characterized by an understanding of a supposed island microcosm and ideal laboratory research. Even today, stereotypical ascriptions can be found in some research on and about islands (for a critical discussion, see Nimführ & Otto, 2020, p. 190). These ascriptions neglect an already long and ongoing vivid debate within today’s interdisciplinary field of island studies (examples include Baldacchino,
Many concepts and thoughts that have been developed in this debate are influenced by Epeli Hau‘ofa’s (1994) evocation of “a sea of islands,” that challenges hegemonic binaries and advocates a reconceptualization of the Pacific. His work is considered a critical reference point in the decolonization movement, and, even after more than 25 years, it has had a major impact in the region and beyond. A comprehensive overview of the development of island studies and the various research strands can be found in Grydehøj’s (2017) editorial introduction ‘A future of island studies’. A new strand of research in island studies is devoted to decolonial thinking (examples include Aldrich & Johnson, 2018; Connell, 2016; Grydehøj, 2016; Nadarajah & Grydehøj, 2016; Joseph, 2020; Pugh, 2013b; Pyndiah, 2016; Rodd, 2016; Teiawa, 2020), to which this special thematic section aims to contribute as we discuss in more detail below.

Figure 3: The “endless island” of Sardinia, Cagliari Airport. Source: Greca N. Meloni, 2018.

Producing islandness—positionality in the colonial matrix of power

As we have shown above, perceptions of the island are characterized by phenomena that are self-evident in the sense that the notions of the island are taken for granted; they are over- and underestimated, and they are also marked by exoticism linked to Eurocentric modes of thinking. It is therefore important that scholars not only analyze whether externally ascribed characteristics of the island exist within the framework of their research, but that they also try to deconstruct and decolonize their own island imaginations and are “aware of their own positions within the colonial matrix of power” (Grydehøj, 2018, p. 3). This is particularly important when island research is focused on formerly colonized islands that still have colonial or neocolonial relations with the metropolitan powers, with the researchers coming from these metropolises. Conducting research as a scholar from the Global North in countries in the Global South can be understood as a continuation of colonial practice that reproduces unequal power relations. However, this danger may also exist when researchers are perceived
as “translating individuals” (Ang, 2001) or “the outsider within” (Nadarajah, 2007) due to crosscultural and transnational ways of working and living and self-positioning. Yaso Nadarajah (2007, p. 128) reflects that:

Moving between cultures and languages emphasizes this translating process of living, mapping the complexity of having to simultaneously negotiate the space between mainstream Western academic concerns and my own intellectual and geographical/spatial dislocation.

In this vein, Nadarajah and Grydehøj (2016, p. 441f.) call for “decolonial island studies” instead of reproducing Eurocentric research or seeking to develop island research that follows “Western ways of knowing and expressing knowledge” (Grydehøj, 2018, p. 7). ‘Decoloniality’ emerged in the mid-1990s mainly through the Latin American research collective Modernidad/Colonialidad, which was formed by the leading critical intellectuals Enrique Dussel, Aníbal Quijano, and Walter Mignolo. They criticize a Eurocentric understanding of the world and focus on untangling knowledge production from a dominating Eurocentric episteme (Escobar, 2003). The analytical category of ‘coloniality’ represents an epistemic node from which power and knowledge relations in the modern world can be viewed (Quijano, 2007). In this vein, decolonial thinking can contribute to efforts to “step beyond the potential neocolonial trap of ‘universalism’” (Aluli Meyer, 2003, p. 146) as knowledge and practices are understood as pluriversal (De La Cadena & Blaser, 2018). From this pluriversal perspective, relationality becomes core by being both centrifugal and centripetal, always in view of relations and with respect for opacity (Glissant, 1990). According to Macarena Gómez-Barris and May Joseph (2019, p. 6) “a relational and archipelagic approach (Pugh, 2018) has opened up complex models for rethinking frameworks of island ontologies,” that require “inventing nuanced and innovative ways of sensing relations that are both the cause and opportunity for a decolonial island praxis.”

Academic definitions of ‘decolonial thinking’ and ‘decoloniality’ as well as actual processes of overcoming colonial power structures vary, but they generally question how certain people and places are marginalized or excluded by practices of knowledge formation, particularly by favoring what could be universalized as knowledge of the (often-white) Global North over views and knowledge of the world of the (often-racialized) Global South (de Leeuw & Hunt, 2018, p. 3). Thus, “decoloniality is first and foremost liberation of knowledge” (Mignolo, 2018, p. 146) due to its delinking from epistemic Eurocentrism and undertaking an “epistemological reconstitution” (Quijano, 2007, p. 176).

We understand decolonial island studies as a “complex and multifaceted process that is best conceived as a journey rather than a destination” (Dumontet et al., 2019, p. 197). By associating decoloniality as a journey, the individual (learning) process is considered, which can be subject to constant change and is always in the process of becoming, and so needs to be constantly reflected upon. In this sense, Nadarajah and Grydehøj (2016) refer to their special thematic section on ‘Island decolonization’ as a decolonial project within island studies that can contribute significantly to already-existing decoloniality theories and practices (others include Abu-Lughod, 2008; Mignolo & Walsh, 2018; Moraña, Dussel, & Jáuregui, 2008; Sandoval, 2000; Smith, 2012). Previous decolonial projects have sought to raise critical
awareness and understanding of the impact of colonization on knowledge and its production, to stimulate reflection and action that leads to change, and to challenge and reverse the forces of colonialism by restoring and promoting indigenous cultural practices, beliefs, and values.

Yet, as Nadarajah and Gydehøj (2016, p. 442f.) note, there are still tensions to be seen in attempts to adopt a decolonial island studies perspective, “that not only serves the needs of colonized island peoples but that also serves them ‘on their own terms.’”

Decolonial thinking also means decolonizing methodologies and reflecting the “geopolitics of knowledge” (Mignolo, 2011, p. 138). Western research is deeply enmeshed in colonial power structures and forms of othering, which is why it needs to be decolonized through strategies of averting and reversing the dominant scientific gaze (Traverso, 2021). To counteract the possible danger of Eurocentric knowledge production, “research through imperial eyes” (Smith, 2012, p. 44) has to be deconstructed, e.g., by giving special consideration to perspectives and “theories from the South” (Comaroff & Comaroff, 2012) and by reflecting on systems of classification and representation in order to facilitate effective ways of sharing knowledge between all involved actors. The community researcher Linda Tuhiwai Smith criticizes how, in research especially, the concept of distance has led to the reproduction of a hegemonic world view as it embodies a power relationship: That is, by retaining an ‘objective’ distance from the environment and community to be researched, the researcher’s knowledge will become the only permissible knowledge (Smith, 2012, p. 58).

At the same time, there is the question of who has the right to use decolonizing methods. When non-marginalized researchers research marginalized communities, they have to be very critical of their own standpoints (Gydehøj et al., 2021, p. 9; Smith, 2012, p. 214). A decolonial perspectivation of the field of research thus also always means denaturalizing global orders and power relations and deconstructing the power–knowledge complexes that have historically grown. Collaborative knowledge production can contribute to breaking down this divide. Such efforts may include collaborating with “Indigenous scholars, decolonial thinkers, poets and artists” (Gómez-Barris & Joseph, 2019, p. 2), as well as seeking a more collaborative way of working by discussing observations and analyses or creating collaborative writing with fieldwork interlocutors, which can permeate the dichotomy between the researchers and the actors in the field and establish a partnership between the researcher and the individuals “to be researched” (Nimführ, 2020). This could lead to (academic) knowledge production that acknowledges “collaborators as co-designers of knowledge” (Itchaquiyaq & Matheson, 2021, p. 9) and avoids a Eurocentric perspectivation (Decoloniality Europe, 2013; Shanley & Laird, 2002). As part of her research, Greca created a blog in which all participants of the community of beekeepers in Sardinia have equal writing rights and can share knowledge and perspectives on beekeeping issues (see Abieris e Abis, 2021; Meloni, 2018).

And Sarah shared her interpretative power by enabling (refugee) research partners to write and comment in her research diary, but also by publishing scientific papers together with them (see Nimführ & Sesay, 2019).

Nevertheless, it is important to consider the limitations of these emerging practices. After all, decolonial practices are largely carried out by Euro-American and diasporic scholars in the metropolises, who benefit from these places of knowledge production and the direct material effects of this privilege. María do Mar Castro Varela and Nikita Dhawan (2015, p. 286; remark by the authors) speak critically here of a “post- [and de]colonial theory industry,” and others even refer to it as a “career advancement machine” (Bahri, 1995, p. 71, qtd. in
In light of our awareness of these problematic issues, it is therefore necessary to highlight the importance of positioning expert knowledge appropriately with regard to the needs of colonized and Indigenous people (Nadarajah & Grydehøj, 2016, p. 437; Unwin & Tuterangihwiu, 2021). In this vein, Cana Uluak Itchuaqiyaq and Breeanne Matheson (2021, p. 9; remark by the authors) suggest self-evaluating “the appropriateness of a decolonial frame for their [scholars’] own work” and, if it does not have any significant benefits to Indigenous/colonized stakeholders and communities, placing it “inside another ideological frame such as feminist, social justice, anticolonialism, critical race theory, or other related theoretical frames.”

The challenge for the decolonial island studies project is to take into account the rich spectrum of island perspectives and their diversity in knowledge production, while being aware of complexities and tensions in order to avoid remarginalizing already marginalized actors.

Content review

This special thematic section on ‘Representing islands – producing islandness: Rethinking identities, mobilities, and relations in island research’ arose out of a workshop organized by us and hosted by the Department of European Ethnology at the University of Vienna in November 2019. The workshop, entitled ‘Anthropology of Islands: Reflecting Islandness from a Historical and Cultural Studies Perspective’, brought together numerous international and interdisciplinary scholars and sought to reflect on the production of islandness in our research projects.

In this special thematic section, we encouraged the authors to critically reflect on how islands are represented and islandness is produced by us as researchers both in the methodologies with which we engage and the theories we apply to our fields. Based on empirical and theoretical findings, the papers address the following questions: Which theoretical concepts do we refer to? How do we deal with situated and changing manifestations and meanings of islands? Which ascriptions of the island do we observe and how can we deconstruct them? How do we deal with the reproduction of essentializations of the island? To what extent do we take the “geo-politics of knowledge” (Mignolo, 2011) into account in our research? What is our positionality and role in knowledge production?

The seven papers presented in this special thematic section consider a diverse mix of cases and contexts enabling a reflective analysis of one’s own island research and positionality. Daniele Gavelli and Myriam Mereu introduce the concept of ‘islanderscope’ by considering the role of cinematic landscapes disclosing the tropes of islandness reciprocally attributed both to the protagonist and the main cultural and geographical features of Sardinia by using the example of the film Cainà. Martina Giuffrè deals with the changes in Cape Verdean identity perception related to islandness and migration issues from a gender perspective. Delilah Griswold ethnographically analyzes the framings of island vulnerability and climate catastrophe by focusing on climate adaption practices on Fiji. Eva-Maria Knoll investigates her own attempts to unravel her involvement in island–island relations and representations, by referring to her studies on thalassaemia in the Maldivian archipelago. Gaspare Messana attempts to investigate how global phenomena such as mass tourism and transnational migration are impacting and changing the traditional hospitality of Sardinians. Sarah Nimfiuhr and Laura Otto challenge universal understandings of smallness against the backdrop of their
research in Malta by exploring how island-related smallness is produced and used situationally in the context of (im)mobility. Pavla Šimková analyzes the relationship between urban islands and their ‘mother city’ to explore the specific interactions between coastal islands and urban centers, taking Boston and its harbor archipelago as an example.

These papers contribute to the decolonial project within island studies as initiated by Nadarajah and Grydehøj (2016). The collection adds new perspectives to the works that came before, seeking to encourage retheorizing and reflections on applied concepts and on one’s own positionality within research, thus contributing to decolonial praxis.
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